
Bridging the gap between supervised classification & unsupervised topic 
modelling for social-media assisted crisis management

Big Picture: Finetuned Tweet Embeddings (FTE)
Motivation: While crisis tweet classification predict useful labels (that 
may not all generalize to new crises), topic models discover event 
specific topics (that may not all  be useful). Can we bridge this gap?
Method: Cluster BERT embeddings learned from supervised tweet 
classification (FTE) into topics; then extract keywords using tf-idf and 
attention; measure quality of clusters/keywords with human eval.
Results: In a novel snow storm crisis event, relevant classes from the 
supervised training are preserved, and novel event-specific topics are 
discovered in an unsupervised way; automatic/human evaluation show 
that FTE improves over topic models and vanilla BERT embeds. 
Takeaways: Clustering representations learned from supervised 
classification can help adapt to domains with overlapping and different 
latent classes. Human involvement is key to ensure model outputs are 
aligned with stakeholder needs, especially in crisis management.

Human Evaluation 

Keyword interpretability.

Keyword Evaluation scores averaged across topics, 
number of topics with average scores greater than 0.5.

Unsure intruders. Cluster Evaluation scores averaged across top- ics, 
number of topics with average scores greater than 0.5

Correct intruders. Cluster interpretability.

With high agreement, annotators found FTE produces more interpretable, coherent,  
and useful topics in the context of crisis management. Results for vanilla BERT 

embeds show limitations of automatic evaluation and need for human-centered ML.
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Automatic Evaluation 
Combining tf-idf and attention for keyword extraction improved coherence in FTE. 

FTE performed better than traditional topic models, similar to vanilla BERT embeds.

Evaluation
Traditional evaluation methods are useful in selecting hyperparameters. However, 

human evaluation is essential to ensure a model is valuable to crisis managers. 

Based on annotator interpretations of extracted keywords, FTE clustering preserved 
relevant classes from supervised training , and discovered novel event-specific topics. 

Interpretable Topics for Crisis Managers


